so vast and varied that collectors and amateurs generally limit themselves to a single area. It is unusual for a porcelain collector, for example, to have an equal interest in glass, goldsmithing, enamel work, or textiles. Connoisseurship in a number of fields is not expected even of experts; to work most effectively in his field, the art historian tends to concentrate on a specific medium. Occasionally, however, an object presents such obvious borrowings that one needs to consider their original effect in other materials. I would like to illustrate this with a few examples.
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To find precedents for the shape, we need look no further than the many washbasin sets produced in varied ceramic materials, especially those in porcelain, whose sinuous lines and relative heft are echoed, in vermeil, in Figure 1 . The potbellied swelling above the tight constriction between the foot and body of the vessel and the elongated, spindle-shaped neck ultimately derive from water jugs common in the Ottoman world. The shape had been familiar to Western craftsmen for centuries. In Italy, especially, it had long been part of the traditional canon of vessel types and was used in the eighteenth century in the design of coffeepots to the virtual exclusion of all other shapes. Carl Hernmarck points this out, without speculating further about the shape's derivation. 6 Yet one need only recall how important the Arab influence once was in southern Italy-Frederick II did what he could to attract Arab scholars to his court in Apuliato recognize that such strong cultural connections would have left their traces on the decorative arts (Figure 3) . In Froment-Meurice's time there was, in addition to this tradition, a further impetus behind the adoption of foreign shapes. This was the period's fascination with the exotic, especially the customs and distinctive styles of North African and Near Eastern peoples. Thus the ewer and basin reflect not only contemporary objects in porcelain and glass but the original metal shape from Islamic art.
The Near East was also the source of a variety of candlestick widespread, in a number of shapes, in central Europe in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. This was the bell-footed type, whose conical drum or bell shape probably goes back to Syrian designs in metal as represented in opulently damascened examples in many collections. 7 The West came to know this candlestick shape through its close contact with the Near East following the Crusades, but the Chinese were inspired by it as well. As an example, one might cite a lampstand with a polygonal foot made of porcelain and decorated in underglaze blue produced in the Xuande era of the Ming period (1426-35), 8 In the seventeenth century the same form took on a new importance in north-central Europe, specifically Friesland and Schleswig-Holstein. Here we find massive bell-footed candlesticks, either round or polygonal, plain or decorated with relief friezes and sculptural ornaments like angel's heads. These represent a flowering of brass casting in the Baroque era that was supported by a wealthy bourgeois culture. At the time they were made, they were luxury articles; their weight alone gave them considerable value. It must be noted that the evolution of this type of candlestick in the north was a late and independent regional development, one not seen in southern Germany, for example. Within a short time, utensil shapes and their decoration would begin to become standardized as court centers increasingly dominated artistic production.
After this stage in its evolution, the candlestick was further developed into a design that was quite uniform from Augsburg to Hamburg. In the late Baroque It was not only a desire for innovative decoration that led to the migration of shapes and designs from one material to another. One thinks of the early years of the eighteenth century, when porcelain was rediscovered in 24 The horror vacui that overpowers the object rather than only adorning it is not found in another example, the spherical knob of a salver's, preserved as a drawing in Stockholm. 25 Basketry is not a demanding craft. On the contrary, it is achieved with the simplest and least spectacular of techniques, traditionally producing unassuming objects of a practical nature. Yet the basket-weave pattern presents an image of clarity and order quite unlike the exquisite complexity of intertwining ironwork, for example. However, the simple pattern takes on a refinement in the Berlin canisters, as the reflections from the hundreds of separate facets emphasize the containers' shape and volume and give them a festive appearance.
After studying a few such examples of the migration and metamorphosis of forms and ornaments through the ages and from one material to another, the eye becomes attuned to their constant occurrence. They attest to the freedom of imagination with which artists and craftsmen create as they borrow from one another.
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